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On Left Political Organization 

From the New Deal to the New Left 

The United States is the only nation in the "advanced" capital
ist world without a significant left party. Although labor and 
socialist/communist parties have long existed at the local 
level-many cities had workingmen's parties, the Socialist 
Party was a national organization that made important elec
toral inroads at the turn of the twentieth century. and th~ 
Communists were key organizers of the mass industrial union 
and other social and cultural movements in the 1930s and 
1940s-in general Americans have been tied to the two-party 
system. The question is whether the absence of a left political 
formation of significant influence and constituency is a func
tion of" American Exceptionalism "-as was first argued by the.• 
German sociologist Werner Sombart, whose book Why Is 7llen• 
No Socialism tn the United States? first appeared in 1906. when 
the Socialists were in a phase of rapid growth-or whether far 
more concrete, "subjective" influences have prevented the sus· 
tenance of a left party of national influence. Sombart's essential 
argument is that in the absence of a feudal tradition in thl' 
United States class consciousness was never formed: in oth~r 
words, historical matelialism applies only to Europe. Amelica's 
artisan and yeoman past, which constituted a sustaining myth 
of indMdualism: its surfeit of natural resources. which permll 

This chapter was pubUshed initially as "Is It Time for a Ne\V PoUtlcal Part)"l 
A Meditation on Left PoUtlcal Orgaruzatlons, • SitutJlions 1. no. 2 (winter 
2005-2006). Reprinted by pennjssion of the author Stanley Aronowitz. 
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• heap energy and cheap food; its mobility opportunities. which 
purallel Frederick Jackson Turner's frontier thesis; its populist 
mhan political machines, which absorbed class discontent: and 
II K dhnically diverse working class all constituted unbreachable 
uhstacles to class solidarity. With two major exceptions-Henry 
Wallace's Progressive Party presidential campaign of 1948. and 
llu· Green Party's 2000 campaign in behalf of Ralph Nader-by 
I ht· t~nd of World War II progressiveS and many radicals had 
h•·•·n swept up in Franklin D. Roosevelt's New Deal Coalition 
m· had conceded that radicalism was permanently incapable 
ul ••ltracting a popular constituency. 

We saw the consequences of the absence of a coherent and 
lun·eful left in the 2004 presidential election. when most on 
I he· left and the center-left rallied behind a centrist Democratic 
•·•mdldate while the third-party forces were hopelessly divided. 
IA·uvtng aside the historical left abdication of the space of the 
uppnsition to the Democrats. the fact is the Democrats do not 
'"'c·upy that space. except in electoral terms. Their campaJgn 
wus bereft of sharply defined issues: They neither defended 
I hc·lr social liberalism nor mounted an attack against the Bush 
culministration's war and economic policies. which have been 
ctln·ded against the working class, and they barely mentioned 
lilt' Uush betrayal of the environment or challenged his claJm 
I hut the US economy was on the mend. 

'l11e left was led by the nose by the de facto American liberal 
ttnrly, which emerged as a serious political force during the 
ttrlmary season when former Vermont governor Howard Dean 
•·~tmt· out of nowhere to challenge the party establishment with 
hi" mild anti-Iraq war position and 9 grassroots fund-raising 
•·••mpalgn that helped energize a citizens' movement at the 
hN'nl level. The demise of Dean's presidential candidacy was 
11111 nearly as important as his legacy: the creation of a new 
mhldle-class liberal movement that }las taken the novel form 
ul Internet communication both through a series of webzines 
llu ncld to the hard-copy journals of opinion such as 1he Na
, .. ,, and The Progressive) and through issues organizing by 
Mnvf'On.org. which has shown a p}lenomenal ability to as
lllf'mble a mass online constituency that can be mobUized to 
wrllt• letters. visit legislators, and gtve money to promising 
••lrt·toral campaigns. But in the end. left-liberals supported the 
•••ntrlst John Kerry. whose major dotnestic plank was to offer 
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tax breaks for employers who created jobs for the unemployed 
and who criticized Bush for not sending enough troops to get 
the job done in Iraq. 

In order to explain this appalling state of affairs, we must 
briefly address the historical choices that led large sections 
of the left to abdicate the position of opposition. For the sad 
situations of the last two decades that produced liberal hege
mony over what was once a promising radical movement were 
the outcome of a long process that can be traced to two signal 
events that shaped the American left: the admission by Nikita 
Khrushchev that the Mcrimes" of Stalin against the peasantiy. 
a large cohort of old Bolsheviks. and countless others marked 
the twenty-five years of his undisputed rule: and the left's 
response to the rise of fascism during the 1930s and 1940s. 
when most of its organizations suspended the class struggle, 
chose to give qualified support to liberal capitalism, and con
sequently subordinated itself to the Democratic Party. Under 
these circumstances. it is no wonder that the question of politi
cal organization was relegated to the back burner. 

Since the 1960s. the American left has. with few exceptions, 
accepted the view that the question of political organization 
was resolved by the collapse of communism. initiated quite 
unintentionally by Khrushchev's revelations at the 19561\ven
tieth Soviet Party Congress of the repressive and sometimes 
terroristic character of Stalin's rule. Among its features was 
the moral and political corruption of the Bolshevik project, 
especially the vision of a society in which workers. peasants. 
and other exploited strata would. through popularly elected 
councils, manage all of the crucial economic and social func
tions. Particularly loathsome were the details surrounding the 
Moscow Trials of 1936-1937. during which the cream of the old 
Bolshevik revolutionaries were wiped out by a Mlegal" process 
that offered little room for defense, let alone dissent. Equally 
abhorrent was the knowledge of the formation of a new class 
of party apparatchiks and state bureaucrats who enjoyed a 
monopoly of power and material privilege. Far from a force for 
pointing the way to a more egalitarian future. the Communist 
Party (CP) became. itself. a new ruling class. After 1956. these 
revelations drove thousands of dedicated Communists from 
the American party. which, after a prolonged debate. remained 
staunchly apologetic for the Soviet oligarchy: more. the stain 
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mrrted over to succeeding generations of young leftists f()r 
whom the concept of "party" was itself an epithet. Even f.ts 

p.-lvate property tn the ownership of the means of material Ptt)· 
•hwtJon was largely aboltshed, state "socialisrn"brought nelth~r 
ln·cdom nor prosperity to the mass of Soviet cJHZens. But lhr 
Immense authority of the Soviet Union on the Left-especially 
llurtng the 1930s. when its economic achieveo1ents were her
ulded as proof of the superiority of socialisrn over capltallsn,, 
.mel during the 1940s. when the Red Army ,ranqutshed Uar 
mighty Nazi war machine at Staltngrad and argt~ably paved tl)c 
way for the Allied victory-became a nightmare for mtlltons of 
•kdlcated radicals and revolutionaries whose faith was sha.t
tc·red by the truths they had vehemently dented· or for whlc~h 
I ht.'Y had offered apologies for decades. The aftermath was not 
nnly mass resignations from many of the partJeS of the We~t, 
Including the United States and the United Kingdom. but a slow 
hut steady deterioration of the entire socialist project. 

With the collapse of the Soviet Union. the efld of "really eJ(. 
I !'oiling~ socialism triggered a tidal wave of crtticfsm. confusion. 
and recriminations that resulted tn the stunntJlg decline of lhr 
once-powerful mass Communist parties of IuUY and France. 
The crumbling Soviet Empire prompted the Jtalian party to 
•·hange Its name to the Democratic Party of tbe Left. whlc~h 
preserved some of its electoral appeal but si~naled a radical 
loss of confidence tn its own heritage and vteion. Soon after 
the name change. two new formations arose, we Rifundaztonc 
~roup and the Italian Communists. which souP't to retain the 
revolutionary alms of the historical Italian coflllllunlst Patty. 
After 1991. the less flexible French party raptdlf lost most of Its 
electoral constituency and some of its trade 0 nJon hegemony 
and. equally important. ceased to be a magnet for a considerable 
fraction of the intellectuals whose cultural a.nd ideological rote 
In French society remains to this day tmportsllt. What saved 
these parties from virtual extinction was their Jong-held iront,· 
attitude toward the Soviet Union and its supplicants. 

nus was not the case with the American pattY and its once
substantial periphery. Although it had susta.tned losses durltalf 
the bleak first half of the 1950s. especially an-tong its leadltag 
trade unionists (who were prohibited by la~ from holdltag 
union office if they were openly CommunistsJ• Khrushchev·s 
speech proved utterly devastating to its memper rolls and to 
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the remnants of Its Influence. The key reason was that since 
the party's Inception In 1919. the American Communists were 
true believers. Particularly damaging to Its smvtval. even In a 
weakened state. was the slavish subordination of much of the 
leadership to the Soviet party-which itself can be explained by. 
on the one hand, the strong representation of fiercely pro-Soviet 
immigrant and first-generation Eastern Europeans within the 
party and, on the other, by the almost complete lack of cultural 
and political circumspection within its ranks. The latter feature 
was a symptom of the degree to which American communism 
was truly American: puritanical, humorless-for example, it 
lacked the capacity for self-mockery-and self-abnegating when 
it came to matters of religion and other forms of authority. For 
members of the party core. which was mostly bereft of theo
retical and historical perspective. marxism and communism 
were the twin pillars of their religion. Their fervent profession 
of marxism scarcely hid the bald fact that few Communists 
enjoyed even a superficial mastery of Marx's critique of politi
cal economy. let alone the materialist conception of history. 
Instead. many party faithful were imbued with Stalinist dog
matism culled from a few texts. And Stalin himself was elevated 
by the official line to the status of a demi-god. which made it 
all the more difficult to change the party's course. especially 
when the authority of the Soviet party was being severely tested 
and its leading figures had no time for the troubled Amelicans. 
After several years of debate. two thirds of Its membership left 
the party and Its voice was reduced to a whisper. 

Other parties of the left were similarly enfeebled. The two 
main Trotskyist formations-the Socialist Workers Party 
(SWP) and the Independent Socialist League (ISL)-had suf
fered government attacks but mainly lost ground for two 
distinct reasons: The CP. whose relative strength once gave 
them a reason for being and sustained their opposition. was 
In shambles: and, as with other socialists, many of its activ
ists, especially of the ISL, became trade union and liberal 
functionaries. positions that drove them to silence or, worse, 
collaboration with the prevailing Cold War, liberal consensus. 
Others were pleased to find academic jobs, positions that had 
been denied them either by McCarthy-like university policies 
or by party discipline. Although the SWP experienced a brief 
revival during the anti-Vietnam war movement. managing to 
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attract some young Intellectuals and soldiers, It was unable to 
overcome the general decline of the left or its own lack of any 
but tactical tmagtnation. 

Questions of political organization typically occupy social 
movements and political formations during periods of popular 
upsurge. Members of the New Left. which, In 1960, arose In 
the ideological vacuum produced by its ancestors-many were 
·red diaper· babies imbued with their parents" will to change 
the world but not necessarily sympathetic to their political af
filiations and methods-were. In the zenith of their influence, 
obsessed with the question of what to do In the wake of the 
spread of the movement beyond the universities. to professions 
such as medicine, social work. and teaching and even to the 
ranks of young workers and members of the armed forces. 
Their decision not to form a new ·party· of the left, or even to 
build a national movement for a ·democratic society• parallel to 
Students for a Democratic Society (SDS)-arguably the leading 
formation of the New Left-was fateful for the future develop
ment of American radicalism for this was the first time since 
the 1930s that the left had a popular base. As Wini Bretnes 
has demonstrated, the fact that attempts to build a permanent 
organization failed was the outcome not of a mood drift but of 
a quite deliberate decision. 1 The main voices of the New Left, 
including the leadership of the mass anti-Vietnam war move
ment, were convinced that party formations would inhibit the 
mass character of the movement and lead to bureaucratization 
and, worse. to the Inevitable Integration of the movement Into 
the liberal mainstream. These views were not only fueled by 
the prevaUtng libertarian sentiment among many sections of 
the movement, which disdained ideas such as party discipline 
and centralization, but also were conditioned by the tawdry 
history of international communism. Since the Cold War was 
the ineluctable context for politics. the words of C. Wright Mills 
rang In the ears of many. In his influential Letter to the New 
Left. Mills left little room for doubt: Do not become entangled 
In the ·Russian Question· but build a movement directed to 
American society and particularly its politics and culture. 2 

And these arguments were tinged by more than a small dose 
of participatory democratic concepts, according to which power 
must reside In the ·people· rather than In tightly organized 
party elites composed chiefly of middle-class Intellectuals. In 
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f'tlt~. "puriJc•lpntory democracy" stood in not only for a healthy 
••II II mulluu of a poUtlcs that required the direct participation of 
llu- pc·uplc •tn the decisions that affect(ed) their Uves" but also 
lur u populist, even anarchist. suspicion of a poUtical center 
that might have influence over the movement. 3 These ideas 
were mixed in with the heavy dose of anti-intellectualism that 
permeated the later SDS. 4 

Of course, not every fraction of the left was imbued with an
tipathy toward the concept of a revolutionary or radical party. 
For a brief moment the organizational question dominated 
conversations in the New Left and its leading organization. SDS. 
The debate was fomented by one of the sects, Progressive Labor 
(PL). a self-proclaimed Maoist organization founded in 1960 
by a small group that had spUt from the Communist Party, 
accusing it of "revisionism" -a term that connoted deviation 
from revolutionary poUtics. In its search for a wider poUtical 
base, PL had made SDS a special concentration since 1966. 
While most SDS leaders rejected PL itself as an organizational 
alternative to the relatively loose SDS structure. many were 
attracted to its argument that without a party to lead and unify 
the opposition to capitaUsm and imperialism, the movement 
would inevitably ebb and perhaps disappear. 

How was PL able to refocus the organization's attention 
away from its preoccupation with the Vietnam war toward a 
season of introspection? One factor was the enormous pres
tige of North Vietnam and the National Uberation Front, its 
South Vietnam affiliate. Several leading New Left figures. in
cluding SDS founder Tom Hayden and Staughton Lynd, had 
visited Vietnam and returned with glowing reports about the 
anti-imperialist resistance and favorable Impressions of its 
Communist leadership. The main debate within SDS in 1968 
and 1969 was whether the organization should transform 
itself into a vanguard Marxist-Leninist party. or a revolution
ary party directed to youth and blacks, or a "movement for a 
democratic society" that could carry the program of participa
tory democracy into the unions, community organizing, and 
the professions but, at the same time, maintain a decentraUzed 
structure. For anyone who would Usten. Murray Bookchin's 
passionate pamphlet, "Usten Marxist ... written in the heat of 
the controversy, provided readers with a grim reminder of the 
legacy of the Marxist-Leninist left, not only in the United States 
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but in Spain and Russia Itself. Bookchin suggested that the 
anarchist organizational form-the federation of independent 
groups. which retained their autonomy-was most appropriate 
to a political formation that respected the tenets of participa
tory democracy. Bookchin reflected the viewpoint of a number 
of the relevant discussants but, in the cauldron of Ideological 
fire. was largely Ignored. 

The breakup of SDS In 1970 was both a symptom of and 
a tremendous force In the collapse of the New Left. Excepting 
the feminist and ecology movements. which had yet to peak, 
other movements were clearly in trouble. Massive demonstra
tions against the war may have forced a president from office. 
but the new administration of Richard Nixon had responded 
to certain defeat on the battlefield by widening the war. The 
killings of anti-war student protesters at Kent State in 1970 
were a severe warning that the Nixon administration was in no 
mood for tolerance. even of whites. When Nixon, in the wake 
of massive resistance by draftees and objectors. abolished the 
draft. the protests were visibly weakened. And the black freedom 
movement. whose civil rights wing was already co-opted by the 
legalistic hopes surrounding the Voting and Civil Rights acts. 
was further disarmed when, after Martin Luther King's assas
sination, It failed to address the long-festering deterioration of 
black living standards resulting from the deindustrlallzation of 
most major northern cities, the already evident abject failure 
of Brown v Board of Education to remedy de facto dlscrtmina
tion In schools. and the obdurate refusal of organized labor 
to address Its own racism. At the nadir of the mass street 
expressions of the movements after 1973. various formations 
scrambled to preserve what they had already achieved and. 
fearing that efforts to build a coherent ideological and political 
left would anger their potential allies at a moment of advanc
Ing conservatism, tended to build coalitions with elements of 
the Democratic Party. Thus. after a nanosecond's flirtation 
with third-party electoral politics and something more than a 
flirtation with Leninist vanguardtsm. the left has mainly been 
inclined since the 1980s to revert to single-issue politics rep
resented. for example, by the current anti-Iraq war coalitions. 
by local-level struggles such as fights against urban redevel
opment. and by social movements such as the black freedom 
movement and feminism. which are on the defensive In the 
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wake of right-wing assaults on their achievements during the 
1955-1975 period. 

It may be superfluous to remark that there is the rising 
anger concerning many of the Bush administration's policies: 
demonstrations against what has become an unpopular Iraq 
war: the impatience of large sections of Americans with the 
administration's drift toward barbarism: the looming economic 
crisis, including gas Inflation and the resumption of mass 
layoffs by leading industrial and financial corporations: the 
administration's palpable incompetence and class/race bias 
during the Hurricane Katrina debacle: the impending bursting 
of the housing bubble that has made even the most bllnky-eyed 
neollberals nervous: and the absolute paralysis of the center
right Democratic Party. which seems unable to remember what 
political opposition Is. These symptoms of a growing political 
crisis have yet to inspire the left to seek a voice that may spur a 
new wave of opposition that would clearly articulate a series of 
alternatives and begin a discussion of what a new society might 
look Uke. With social movements at or near a standstill. and 
Organized Labor in decllne and seriously divided, the problem 
of building an alternative left-particularly with regard to Its 
organizational aspects-may appear to be merely an academic. 
even utopian, exercise. On the contrary, I want to suggest 
that this Issue takes on urgency today precisely because the 
so-called objective conditions are ripe. If they have a utopian 
dimension. it is no more accidental than that of any proposal 
for fundamental structural change in the present political en
vironment. when most radicals find themselves constrained to 
fight for something less than increments. 

In referring to ~objective conditions," I do not mean to repeat 
the mechanistic formulae of the Old Left: economic crisis. war. 
and a certain degree of disarray among sections of the rul
ing class. Among these conditions are what in the traditional 
rhetoric one might term ~subjective" -that Is. the effects of the 
interventions of specific groups and individuals: considerable 
evidence of popular disaffection with the war and renewed 
activity. exemplified by Cindi Sheehan's dramatic and media
savvy summer 2005 encampment at Bush's ranch and the 
astonishing outpouring of support. despite New York Times 
columnist Frank Rich's rue that "sUck left-wing operatives" 
had succeeded in making her protest into a "circus": the open, 
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unprecedented acknowledgment by labor leaders and their 
Intellectual acolytes that the unions are in crisis. even If their 
solutions are largely administrative: and the growing recogni
tion in wide circles of the black freedom movement that the 
legal framework of cMI rights established since Brown and the 
Voting Rights legislation do not equality or even freedom make. 
In fact. in the aftermath of Katrina some agreed with New York 
Congress member Charles Rangel that federal neglect was a 
reminder that some conditions have changed little in the past 
forty years. And, miracle of miracles. some journalists have 
discovered that class plays an important role in American 
politics and culture. 

Radical Steps and Missteps 

For almost a century. Sombart's theory of American Exception
alism. combined with Its Implication of the ·end of ideology" 
(•end" because America is simply not a class society on the 
European model). has remained a major argument for ex
radicals who. in different generations. have joined the liberal 
party cum New Deal Democrats or have moved further to the 
right. Writers such as Arthur Schlesinger Jr .• Daniel Bell, and 
Seymour Martin Llpset have barely embellished Sombart's 
theory in their claim that the highest possible progressive 
aspiration is incremental reform within a virtually permanent 
capitalist system whose framework of liberal-democratic politi
cal institutions is perfectly adequate to address the remaining. 
albeit residual. cultural and social problems. Thus. according 
to this view. traditional European forms-labor and socialist 
parties and radical. let alone revolutionary. ideology-did not 
form because they were unnecessary. Underlying this per
spective Is the tacit assumption that the system Is sound and 
Increasingly egalitarian. at least open to mass social pressure 
or sufficiently democratic to accommodate and respond to 
dissent. Many leftists-people who call themselves socialists. 
anarchists. communists-function. in practical terms. as part 
of the liberal party. Irving Howe goes so far as to refuse the idea 
that capitalism Is wracked by structural contradictions: thus 
democratic socialism. according to Howe. is an ethical ideal 
whose possibility of realization Is dim but which provides a 
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"margin ofhopew for some important changes. Howe never went 
the way of his contemporaries Daniel Bell and Irving Krtstoltn 
embracing the main ltnes of neoconservatism, but these argu
ments are more than justifications for Individuals to move to 
the center or to the right. 5 

I want to suggest that American Exceptionalism is a power
fulldeology that has become integral to the American political 
landscape and has influenced the left to confine its activity to 
Incremental remedies for what otherwise would be recognized 
as systemic contradictions. Its material basts at the level of 
subjectivity is the pervasive perception of the Democratic 
Party as the party of working people, which emerged when it 
adopted populism during the campaigns of William Jennings 
Bryan and Woodrow Wilson and which was echoed In the shift 
within the labor movement. first made by AFL president Samuel 
Gompers when the Federation supported Bryan in 1908 and 
Wilson In 1912. The decisive break came during the New Deal 
when socialists and some communists alike enthusiastically 
embraced the Roosevelt coalition, even before the social wel
fare state policies of the "second New Dealw emerged In 1936. 
That the labor movement and major radical detachments were 
"Integrated" into an explicit acceptance of the capitalist system 
and of the Democratic Party was not Inevitable. This outcome 
was conditioned by the ideology of exceptionalism. according 
to which class consciousness was permanently thwarted by 
the opportunity structure of American capitalism: the Ameri
can left's response to the rise of fascism and its belief that 
Roosevelt and a progressive wtng of capital would join a grand 
alliance to oppose Hitler. Mussolini. and Franco: the real. albeit 
temporary. benefits that workers. farmers. and others made 
destitute by economic depression would derive from Roosevelt's 
social welfare programs: and a profound misunderstanding of 
the contradictory nature of the Labor Relations Act, which the 
left was loathe to criticize, let alone oppose. To be sure, unions 
gained in membership and collective bargaining power during 
the first decades after the passage of the labor relations law. 
While the Wagner Act marked an historic shift from government 
hostility to recognition of labor's right to organize and make 
demands on employers, and to open support of the "right of 
workers to form unions of their own choosing, .. Labor has since 
submitted itself to a regime of regulation that, during decades 
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of court rulings and legislative action on behalf of capital. ef
fectively repealed the Act. 

The New Deal, whose legacy was presetved, In part. by the 
Warren Court. proved to be an episode In an otherwise unbro
ken two centuries of race and class oppression, but it retains 
huge force as a sustaining myth of the liberal party. In any case. 
labor and the main forces of the left remain. against aU histori
cal evidence. finnly tied to a Democratic Party that has long 
abandoned them; even the slogans that animated the party until 
Kennedy's enunciation of a ·New Frontierw or Johnson's "Great 
Society• have disappeared. Still, at the political level. most of 
the left Oabor. organizers of social movements. the lntelllgentsia) 
reject the idea of forming a new electoral vehicle. let alone a 
radical, ideologically alternative political organization. 

This was not always the case. Between 1900 and 1917. the 
Socialist Party (SP) grew to over 100.000 members. By 1912. 
when Eugene Debs received 6 percent of the popular vote, 
its electoral constituency had reached nearly a mlllion, and 
it exceeded that number In the 1920 election. In its heyday 
and thereafter, the Socialist Party was opposed to supporting 
candidates of the two capitalist parties. It elected thousands 
of local officials, including mayors and council members, state 
legislators. and two US Congress members who were expelled 
in 1917 for opposing America's entry Into the war. The party 
was nearly fatally wounded when two-thirds of its membership 
bolted to heed Lenin's call to form a Communist Party linked 
to the International revolutionary movement. The Communist 
Party's membership grew to about 100.000 during World War 
II. but more to the point, Communists and other socialists led 
unions with more than a third of the CIO membership and 
many locals of the AFL. 6 

The CP was influential in many sectors of American society. 
at both the national and local levels. In New York. the com
munist-influenced Teachers Union became a major ideological 
force In public education. Its activists were among the main 
organizers of a mass tenants movement and were key par
ticipants In the growing black freedom movement. The party's 
intetvention in cinema. music. and literature later became one 
of the hallmarks of the McCarthyite counteroffensive. in part 
because it was tmmensely influential. Novelists Theodore Drei
ser and James T. Farrell (who later defected to the trotskyists). 
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plnywrlghts Clifford Odets and Irwin Shaw, composers Aaron 
t ·uphmd and Wallingford Reigger, and painters Max Weber and 
the Soyer Brothers were only the most prominent of a legion of 
artists who were instrumental on the cultural front. 

While the CP's electoral strength was negligible except in New 
York City and California, many of its members ran as Democrats 
or American labor Party candidates and won public office. This 
aspect of the CP's strategy was extremely dubious. In fact, in 
contrast to socialists and anarchists, who, for the most part, 
wore their politics on their sleeves, the CP undercut its influ
ence by its Popular Front policies, one feature of which was 
to send cadres into movements and parties without revealing 
their affiliations or even their fundamental views. 7 

From 1900 to about 1970 there was a visible left press. In 
the first decades of the twentieth centwy, the SP had several 
daily newspapers in cities where it had substantial membership, 
especially in the Northeast and Midwest: the Appeal to Rea
son, for example, an independent nationwide socialist weekly 
with 700.000 in sales and several mtllion readers. came out 
of Girard, Kansas. And from the 1930s through the 1950s the 
Communists published the Daily Worker: which periodically had 
several supplements, especially in Chicago and Detroit. and the 
Peoples World on the West Coast. These papers were often the 
main form of open Communist participation in national and 
local politics and were a key ideological Unk for party activ
ists who, in the main, were immersed in practical tasks and 
had little or no other intellectual activity. In New York City the 
left-liberal PM and its successors, the Compass and the Stw; 
lasted for more than a decade but folded in the mtd-1950s due 
to lack of finances and prohibitive costs. And the independent 
left weekly 'The National Guardian was launched during Henry 
Wallace's 1948 Progressive Party presidential campaign and 
was able to outlive its origins: Although its paid circulation 
never exceeded 35.000. it became an influential voice for the 
New Left in the late-1960s. 

In retrospect. one of the great political misfortunes of late
twentieth-centwy America was the failure, nay. refusal of the 
New Left-which by 1969 had grown to popular proportions-to 
form a coherent radical democratic political organization that 
proposed the fundamental transformation of capitalism, en
gaged in serious theory and ideological practice. and could take 
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a leading role in the analysis of and struggles around contem
porary political and cultural questions. Although the SDS un
dertook some of these tasks. the organizations that arose after 
its demise were little more than parodies of the Marxist -Leninist 
parties they attempted to emulate. In fact. only the Weather 
Underground made an effort to rethink the traditional party 
form that had arisen in the shadow of the Bolshevik ascent to 
power in Russia, proposed new organizational strategies. or. 
indeed, grappled with fundamental ideological questions that 
had been addressed by earlier revolutionaries. Nor were the New 
Left's members particularly concerned to address the specific
ity of the United States, its history. its class formations. or its 
economic. political, and cultural institutions. Instead. armed 
with the Uttle Red Book of Mao's timeless homilies and with 
Stalin's Marxism and the National Question-and in the case 
of the Revolutionary Communist Party (RCP). ·otalectical and 
Historical Materialism.· a section of The History of the Commu
nist Party of the Soviet Union (Bolshevik}-they thereby bypassed 
the grueling work of rethinking. All of them, including the 
Weather people, adopted one version ofvanguardism or another 
and accepted the dominant interpretations of Lenin's writings 
as biblical texts to be followed like an evangelical cookbook. 
From the ashes of SDS rose two party formations. the October 
League and the RCP, both of which imagined themselves as 
vanguards and soon after their birth morphed into ·parties· 
complete with central committees and political bureaus even 
though they remained relatively small. Each had a press with 
extremely Umited outreach and copied the old CP strategy of 
intervening in the trade unions by sending their mostly young 
cadres into auto. steel. and other basic industries to recruit 
workers into the party and hopefully influence the unions. With 
only a handful of exceptions-such as the RCP's work in postal 
unions and the work of maotsts in Ed Sadlowski's insurgent 
campaign for the presidency of the Steelworkers, in Jesse 
Jackson's presidential bids of 1984 and 1988, and in the fight 
to save a General Motors plant in Southern California-these 
interventions were not accompanied by efforts to conduct 
public education around their ideas. In most instances. the 
intervenors functioned as rank-and-file militants rather than 
publicly advancing their ideological perspectives, and in a few 
years most of the them quit their factory jobs or were laid off, 
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whereupon they returned to graduate school. Thirty-five years 
later, only the RCP remains a propaganda machine: like some 
of the other sects. particularly the erstwhlle Trotskyist/Maoist 
Workers World Party. It has sponsored front organizations to 
give Its member some leverage and recruiting space within the 
anti-war movement. 

Whereas the Marxist -Leninist fonnations displayed a remark
able poverty of tmagtnation. for a time the Weather Underground 
provided enough revolutionary romanticism to excite a signifi
cant fraction of young radicals. Invoking. alternately. Images 
of Bonnie and Clyde, the James Brothers, and the Bolsheviks 
during the Tsarist tyranny, Weather elevated underground re
sistance-a product of a conclusion they had reached with the 
Black Panthers that the United States had embarked on the 
early phase of fascism-to a new principle. Actually the Weather 
people never organized a formal party. In some respects they 
resembled the Narodntks (Friends of the People) who came 
under Lenin's surgical scrutiny at the turn of the twentieth 
century. They believed the revolutionary process began with 
an educational gesture that would show the masses of youth 
the vulnerability of the system. so they engaged In some acts 
of violence against property (with some tragic, unintended loss 
of human life), tried to Incite uprisings among high school stu
dents In working-class (often black) districts, and admonished 
the rest of the left to follow their example. But since the state 
viewed them as crlm1nals, they were hunted down by federal 
authorities for armed bank robbecy, and In time, many Weather 
fugitives surfaced and turned themselves ln. 

A trained academic librarian, Hal Draper was the author of 
several scholarly books on the histocy of marxism as well as 
a tireless champion of a radical version of democratic social
ism. For our purposes It Is important to take note only of his 
efforts on behalf of the Berkeley Free Speech Movement (FSM) 
of 1964 and his attempt to transform It Into the base for a new 
self-conscious democratic soc1altst fonnation. Draper had been 
a member of the Independent Socialist League (ISL), which, 
under the tutelage of the Communist-turned-Trotskyist Max 
Shachtman, refused to characterize the Soviet Union as a 
"workers·· state. The ISL debated terms such as "bureaucratic 
collectlvlsm· and "state capitalism" but insisted. unlike the SWP 
from which It had split, that the Soviet Union was not soctal1st 
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in any way. Thus. it responded to the two-camp political divi
sions engendered by the Cold War by proposing a "third camp" 
that explicitly rejected the proposition. advanced by most 
noncommunist left intellectuals, that one must "choose the 
West," however distasteful that might appear. or render "criti· 
cal support" to the Soviet Union on the basis of its abolition 
of private productive property. Draper broke with Shachtman 
over the decision to abandon the third camp and dissolve the 
organization into the Socialist Party. which. by the 1950s. was 
pro-Western. But as many independent radicals discovered. in 
a bipolar world there was little room for political reason. In the 
late 1960s Draper founded the Independent Socialists OS). a 
loose federation of like-minded intellectuals and acttvists, some 
of whom were former ISL members, but most of whom were 
younger people who had cut their political teeth on the doctrines 
of the New Left. Renouncing some of its Bolshevik-Leninist 
origins. IS remained a radical democratic socialist movement 
that. like its predecessor, avoided forming a sectarian vanguard 
party. In the late 1960s. IS managed to attract some of the best 
veterans of the FSM. SDS. and white supporters of the black 
freedom struggles. But it could not avoid falling into some of 
the characteristic pitfalls of a Marxist sect. 8 

In the early 1970s, when Draper's direct influence had re
ceded, IS revived the practice of sending young intellectuals into 
Important trade unions. But the IS-ers were much more intelli
gent than most of the others. They made Detroit a national con
centration of union actMty. especially unions in the trucking 
and auto industries. where the League of Revolutionary Black 
Workers had recently given the UAW leadership many sleepless 
nights; and they displayed a degree of patience (not often found 
among radicals who expected the revolution to be just around 
the corner). so that by the early 1980s the organization had 
successfully organized a viable caucus within the Teamsters 
Union. This was the Teamsters for a Democratic Union O'DU). 
which focused narrowly on the two closely connected problems 
facing working teamsters-namely. the deterioration of its 
contract arid the autocratic and corrupt nature of the union 
leadership. By linking the problem of union democracy with 
bread-and-butter issues. and by assiduously avoiding both 
"divisive" larger issues such as war. abortion. and other social 
questions. on the one hand. and problems of political ideology. 
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cu1 lhe otlter. the TDU built alliances with some breakaway 
mainstream Teamster locals and became a genuine force In 
reforming the union. By 19951t had spearheaded the election 
to the national Teamster presidency of Ron Carey. a Queens. 
New York. leader of a major local of the United Parcel SeiVice 
(UPS). the biggest employer In the industry. With the TDU's as
sistance. In 1997 the Carey administration organized a national 
strike against UPS over the Issue of the two-tier wage system 
and won an Impressive victory. but then Carey went down over 
financial scandals and the old guard returned to power under 
Jimmy Hoffa's son, James P. However. TDU survives as the 
leading force within a minority caucus that st1llleads some of 
the union's large Midwest and Southern locals, among others. 
Building on a long dissident tradition In the Detroit region. IS 
members played an Important role In some Important UAW 
locals In Detroit and New Jersey. although IS itself was not 
able to build a credible national movement. 9 

The true Inheritor of IS. Solidarity. has carried on the best 
aspects of its work-mainly, fighting to organize rank-and-file 
caucuses capable of winning leadership In unions such as New 
York's Transport Workers Local 100. some telephone locals of 
the Communications Workers. and others. Solidarity's strategy 
remains essentially syndicalist-that ts. radically trade union
Ist. Its members within the caucuses advocate democratic 
unionism, direct -action methods of struggle. and transparency 
In the conduct of collective bargaining and grievance adminis
tration. but they do not Influence workers' political decisions/ 
tendencies outside the trade union framework. Among the 
best features of Solidarity's actlvtties Is the work of some of Its 
long-time activists, particularly ex-SDS member Kim Moody. 
who In the early 1980s founded the monthly newspaper Labor 
Notes, arguably the best labor paper In the United States. WhUe 
the paper has hewed fairly rigorously to the politics of radical 
trade unionism, recently It has moved slightly toward a broader 
conception of its puiVIew. 

The first new postwar soc1allst organization of relatively large 
size formed when a substantial chunk of members of the So
cialist Party split from the parent organization to organize the 
Democratic Socialist Organtztng Committee (DSOC) In 1972. 
The move was initiated by writer Michael Harrington, who dis
agreed with the Soc1allst Party's traditional refusal to engage 
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In fusion politics by supporting Democrats-he argued that 
In so doing the SP had condemned itself to being a sect-and 
determined to make socialist ideas relevant to practical elec
toral politics. However, for Harrington there was no question of 
forming a mass socialist party. either In the immediate after
math of the split or at any time In the future. DSOC was not 
a movement In the tradition of American socialism: rather, it 
patterned itself after the Communist Party's popular front policy 
of the fascist era. As Harrington and his colleague Irving Howe 
put it, DSOC's program would be the "popular front without 
Stallnism." Within this configuration socialists would become 
the "left wing of the possible. "10 

Other tendencies stepped Into the political vacuum left by 
the demise of the New Left. In 1974, two prominent New Left
ists-Socialist Revolution editor James Weinstein and histo
rian and anti-Vietnam war activist Staughton Lynd-helped 
organize the New American Movement (NAM). whose aim was 
to refound the democratic socialist and radical project on 
specifically American grounds. The name itself signified Its 
orientation: It would be "new" In the sense of C. Wright Mills's 
admonition not to get bogged down In the debates of the past: 
"American" in its quest to address the specificity of our own 
situation: and a "movement" In that it was not a party of either 
the social-democratic (i.e .. electoral) or the Leninist variety, 
nor an association that enrolled members who agreed with 
its principles but did not Intend to be active. From the start, 
NAM sought to revive the Muste project: to align a significant 
fraction of the New Left With a parallel group of "old" leftists 
who had been disaffected from the Stalinist and Trotskyist 
orthodoxies but who possessed long political experience and 
ideological sophistication that would be valuable for a move
ment composed. primarily. of younger people. Among the 
early recruits was Dorothy Healey. who had been the long
time chair of the CP's Southern California district and had 
recently resigned from the party. Healey's adherence to NAM 
symbolized the intention of bringing the old into the new. but 
she was amon,g the few who took this step. 

Although the two founders abandoned the organization 
shortly after its first convention. during NAM's almost nine 
years of life it managed to recruit some 1,500 members, a 
relatively high proportion of whom were activists. With some 
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twenty-five chapters. NAM distinguished itself from many other 
formations by emphasizing the educational and cultural devel
opment of its own members as well as of nonaffiliated leftists. 
In several cities it ran rather successful socialist schools. which 
offered courses in political economy. politics. international rela
tions, and cultural subjects, and which occasionally sponsored 
weekend children's activities. NAM members were prominent in 
some professions. particularly health care and social work. and 
some were officers or staff members of unions. mainly in the 
public sector. Prior to its annual conventions, NAM offered an 
intensive week-long institute on marxism, weighted particularly 
toward the work of Antonio Gramsci. But plagued by peren
nial financial problems. and facing the virtual '"retlrementw of a 
considerable portion of its activists who were anxious to get on 
with their careers. a sharply divided NAM national committee 
decided to merge with DSOC in 1983. The new organization 
was christened the Democratic Socialists of America (DSA) and 
was led by Harrington. 

DSOC was much larger than NAM: at the time of the merger 
in the spring of 1983, it claimed nearly 5,000 members. among 
them trade union leaders of considerable stature. Harrington 
was a genius at collecting notables. but the organization had 
only a handful of functioning locals. Harrington ruminated that 
since socialism was not on the agenda of American politics. 
DSOC had to rely on '"smoke and mirrorsw to present a sem
blance of relevance and showed little interest in problems of 
organization. DSOC's relevance. he thought. was to be a catalyst 
in the formation of a significant left wing within the Democratic 
Party. based chiefly on the progressive trade unions. DSOC's 
main activities were twofold: working within the Democratic 
Party on the road to what Max Shachtman. Harrington's old 
mentor. called '"political realignment, w and operating as an in
formal hiring hall for progressive union staffs. DSA departed 
from this formula only slightly. After Harrington's death from 
cancer in 1990, the organization went into steep decline. for 
despite his formidable political and intellectual talents Har
rington had been indifferent to the processes of internal po
litical education and public socialist propaganda. His strategy 
strictly precluded utopian or radical thinking as a political act. 
As a result. DSA was dull and uninspiring to many who were 
becoming radicals. 
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What Is Political Opposition? 

The idea of a party system was initially controversial to man}' 
of the leading lights of the Amelican Revolution. For example, 
George Washington may have refused to accept the mantlt" 
of royalty but. as Richard Hofstadter has shown, he saw the 
presidency in the lmpelial model. John Adams and Alexander 
Hamilton insisted that a strong, centralized national govern
ment was necessary both to protect the fledgling United States 
from its foreign enemies and to facilitate national economic 
development and preferred to create a government that ruled 
without significant opposition. It fell to the agrarians and ar
tisans. led by Thomas Jefferson, to propose a party system 
that could ensure that the executive branch would not becomt" 
a self-perpetuating aristocracy and that sovereignty would 
remain in the Congress. which, however Imperfect (universal 
manhood suffrage was not enacted until 1828 and black slaves 
and women were completely excluded), remains the most rep
resentative institution of national government. 11 

If the idea of a systemic opposition to established autholity 
was largely won by 1800. when Jefferson defeated Adams. It 
had to be a legUtmate opposition. That Is. against Jefferson's 
earlier statement that when the people ·shall grow weacy of 
the existing government they can exercise their constitutional 
light of amending It, or their revolutionary light to dismember 
or overthrow It,· the opposition was now sworn to uphold the 
constitution. especially its declaration of individual Uberties 
such as free speech. the collective light to assembly (to protest 
existing policies and laws). and prtvate property lights. The term 
•tegttimate opposition" has pervaded party systems in North 
Amelica and most of Western Europe since the inception of 
constitutional democracy. The opposition is legitimate if, and 
only if, it remains loyal to the precepts of liberal democracy 
and to its constitution. whether formally installed or not. ~e 
rule of law" is, by tacit political consent. understood to be the 
ultimate constraint upon political action: the opposition party 
may wish to change the law but pledges to do so within the 
plinciples and procedures established by the constitution. 

Indeed, the Allen and Sedition Acts. passed by Congress 
during the Adams presidency and under the influence of 
Hamilton. attempted to define the concept of opposition itself 
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as seditious and "alien· -that is. imported from France. Jef
ferson. the drafter of the Declaration of Independence. was 
elected on the idea that a legitimate opposition was consistent 
with the ideals of the revolution because its aims were well 
within constitutional legality. His Democratic Republican Party 
understood that power was never permanent. except the power 
inherent in the precepts of liberal capitalist democracy. Under 
these rules. the workingmen's parties created during the re
gime of Andrew Jackson worked for local reforms such as free 
public education. limitations on the working day, and other 
legitimate demands. None adopted the revolutionmy aims of 
the various political formations in Europe. although some were 
sympathetic to Robert Owens's utopian socialist experiments 
in the United States. It was not until the American Federation 
of Labor drafted its constitution that the idea that unions were 
constituted to engage in a "class struggle" to secure a better 
living standard and working conditions was promoted. With
out declaring revolutionary aims. a major labor organization 
enunciated the mandan concept of irreconcilable antagonism 
between labor and capital. 

In 1848 Karl Marx and Frederich Engels drafted a "Mani
festo of the Communist Party" for the Communist League. first 
a German workingmen's association, later an intemational 
organization. and. as Engels says in his 1888 preface to the 
English edition, "unavoidably a secret society.· We commonly 
refer to the document as The Communist Manifesto, but it is 
important to remember that its authors wrote it as the state
ment of a political party. Clearly. they were not interested in 
writing a program for a "legitimate" opposition to prevailing au
thority since "the immediate aim of the communists is the same 
as that of all proletarian parties: formation of the proletariat 
into a class. overthrow of the bourgeois supremacy. conquest 
of political power by the proletariat" (emphasis mine). They 
continue: "The distinguishing feature of communism is not tht" 
abolition of property generally but the abolition of bourgeois 
property. But modem bourgeois private property is the final 
and most complete expression of the system of producing and 
appropriating products that is based on class antagonisms. 
the exploitation of the many by the few. "12 No political opposl· 
tion within the context of liberal capitalist democracy that waM 
serious about such aims could long expect to be tolerated by 
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the ruling order for which the protection of bourgeois property 
ts always an incontrovertible premise. When, periodically, 
communists and revolutionary socialists are indicted, stand 
trial, and are convicted of sedition. conspiracy, and other state 
crimes, the prosecutors are often liberal democrats, members 
of an officialdom that feiVently believes that with the estab
lishment of constitutional rights the right to revolution must 
be permanently laid to rest and that the exercise--even advo
cacy-of this right may stand outside the pUIView of accepted 
definitions of civic freedoms. 

The imperatives of liberal democracy have bedeviled Euro
pean Marxists since, in the aftermath of the suspension of the 
anti-soctaltst laws in Germany, they formed social-democratic 
parties. While proclatmtng their revolutionmy alms, in the In
terest of wtnntng necessmy reforms for their prtmmy working
class constituencies after 1870 the social democrats decided 
to participate in parliamentmy elections. Between 1875 and 
1914 they became so powerful that at the outbreak of the war 
they held the balance of power in some countries in Western 
Europe. But success within the context of bourgeois democracy 
was fraught with problems. at least from the perspective of the 
social-democrats' revolutionmy pretensions. 

Engels's allusion to one such problem might help explain the 
long record of soctalist consent to the rule of law: A specter of 
communism might have haunted nineteenth-century Europe, 
but on the ground was the real tyranny-of absolutist and reac
lionmy states in France before and after the Paris Commune, of 
Tsarist dictatorship in Russia, and of Germany's anti-socialist 
laws-that greeted soc1al democracy and the organizations and 
doctrine of revolutionruy marxism with extle and imprisonment. 
To achieve the status oflegttlmate opposition. to enjoy the privl· 
leges of ordtnruy ctvtlliberttes, was indeed a great achievement 
not to be sneered at. If most social democrats recognized the 
rragillty of their newly won rights at the turn of the twentieth 
l'entury. many were hesitant to abandon them voluntarily. 
nms. legitimacy and its obligations became habitual for many 
social democrats and their parties. a habituation abetted by 
real reforins that they and the workers' movements won within 
parliament and at the workplace. 

In 1899 a major German party leader, Eduard Bernstein. 
published Evolutionary Socialism. a virtual reformist manifesto. 
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The major thesis of the book was that the working class and its 
party were destined to transform capitalism. not by revolution 
but by the cumulative effects of their successful struggles for 
reform. His motto ... the final goal. whatever it may be, is noth
ing; the movement is everything ... signified what he noted had 
already occurred: .. Revolutionary socialismw was already an 
empty phrase. a slogan relegated to speeches and pamphlets. 
In practice. revolution had been rendered unnecessary by the 
victories achieved through the parliamentary process and by 
trade union action. 

Although most of the major party theoreticians and lead
ers-notably Rosa Luxemburg. Karl Kautsky. and August 
Bebel-soundly refuted Bernstein's position, the issue remains 
ideologically and theoretically viable. The labor and socialist 
movements' impressive struggles to achieve social insurance, 
legally sanctioned shorter working hours. child labor legisla
tion. and many other reforms within the prevailing system of 
bourgeois property relations had. in effect. pushed the aim of 
transforming capitalism root and branch into the background. 
And in the process of engaging in parliamentary struggle. so
cialists had developed loyalty to liberal democratic institutions. 
Bernstein argued. following the work of Rudolph Hllferding, 
that capitalism had entered a phase of high-level organization 
that would preclude systemic crises, and that one could expect 
gradually to exact concessions from capital without resort to 
the measures taken during the Parts Commune or the 1848 
French. German, and Italian revolutions. Relying on Marx's 
own arguments. Luxemburg demonstrated that the inherent 
tendency of capitalist overproduction and falling profit rates 
would lead to crises; and Lenin advanced the view that war was 
both an expression and a displacement of the crisis tenden
cies of the system. In Social Reform or Revolution. her famous 
refutation of Bernstein's theses. Luxemburg did not renounce 
reform struggles but emphasized their temporary nature; un
der no circumstances could the working class expect economic 
security and permanently rising living standards as long as 
capital ruled. 

But the social democrats' successes within the framework of 
parliamentary liberal democracy were simply too impressive for 
many to accept the proposition of revolutloruuy intransigence. By 
the dawn ofWorld War I. it was plain to many trade unionists and 
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socialist parliamentarians that advanced capitalism. as con
trasted to its competitive. cutthroat predecessor. had produced 
a large economic surplus that was available to the workers and 
their parties-if they maintained a high level of militancy and 
political w111. While Bernstein's views may have been scorned 
by marxist orthodoxy. they seemed to resemble social and po
litical reality more than dire predictions of impending systemic 
crisis. Moreover. what may be described as the instituttDnal· 
ization of social democracy-that is. its correspondence to the 
Weberian model of bureaucratization-made it likely that labor 
and socialist parties would become integrated into their own 
national frameworks and that the material interests of the labor 
movement. intellectuals. and the middle strata that had been 
attracted to social democracy could be fulfilled within, and not 
necessarily against. the prevailing social and political order. In 
his classic work. Political Parties. Robert Michels argued that 
ln spite of their democratic professions. socialist parties had 
become hierarchical and autocratic organizations. Through its 
control over the party press and internal communications. and 
through its role in representing the party's program in parlia
ment and in the popular media, the top leadership exercised 
eontrol over the party's rank and file and became progressively 
less in touch with their needs. 

Seeking to protect their material and political gains. but also 
having ass1milated nationalist aspirations. in 1914 most social
Ist and workers parties with parliamentary representation voted 
war credits to their respective governments. These Mrenegade· 
nets led Lenin and Luxemburg to conclude that the forty-year 
rxperiment in parliamentary socialism was seriously flawed 
nnd had to be abandoned. Lenin theorized that World War I 
was a marker of the general crisis of the system. In his 1916 
pamphlet Mlmperialism. • Lenin theorized that capitalist collapse 
would begin Mat the weakest link of the imperialist chain.· and 
ht" predicted that the outcome of the war would be a prolonged 
IK·riod of world revolution that would begin among the masses 
nf the defeated countries. including Russia. which. although 
uHlcnsibly ,on the wtnntng side. was actually defeated by Ger
muny. Indeed. when. upon wresting power from the liberal 
I k-mocratic Kerensky government. the Bolsheviks had to sue 
fur peace with Germany before the General Armistice of 1918. 
hiR view proved prescient. By 1919 Russia and Hungary had 
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communist governments and a Bavarian Soviet Republic was 
declared. But the German revolution ended when the social
democratic government ordered the murder of Rosa Luxemburg 
and Karl Leibnicht, whose Spartacist League had executed a 
short-lived uprising to overthrow the government. 13 

The revolutionary period having been exhausted-the Hun
garian communist regime lasted just 133 days. the Bavarian 
Soviet fell apart even more quickly. and the Italian factory 
occupations did not swell to revolutionary activity-in 1920 
Lenin announced a new phase of relative capitalist ·stabiliza
tion· and advised communists to dig in and take advantage 
of democratic institutions in the leading capitalist states by 
joining with established unions and other workers' parties in 
the struggles for reform. Needless to say, the social democrats 
were not eager to accept the Communist offers for a united 
front in actions against capital and the state. The 1920s were 
a decade of increasing isolation of the revolutionary forces 
even where, as in Germany, they succeeded in building a mass 
working-class base. 14 

From the perspective of the worldvtew articulated by Marx 
and Engels in the Manifesto of the Co1T11TUJ1list Party. the move
ment for fundamental social change has been on the defensive 
in the advanced capitalist societies for more than three-quarters 
of a century and can only really be seen in the extraordinary 
movements for national independence in the colonial and semi
colonial nations. In fact. the cleavage between social reform and 
revolution has widened, and while revolutionary ideas continue 
to serve as inspiration, the everyday activities of the parties and 
trade unions are devoted exclusively to reform of the existing 
system. The social-democratic parties in the most advanced 
capitalist countries have settled into a pattern according to 
which the party consists chiefly in Its parliamentary delegation 
and the campaign apparatuses created to win elective offices. 
In fact. after World War II the Socialist and Social-Democratic 
parties resolved, at their party congresses. to permanently 
adopt the role of legitimate opposition when not in power and 
to seek to become parties of government, within the framework 
of capitalism. Even the left wing of, say, the British Labor Party. 
or the French Socialists, or the French and Italian Communist 
parties themselves hesitate at the prospect of revolution or even 
proposals for fundamental change. They have flirted with ideas 
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and programs of workers' control. but when they have had th 
power to nationalize industries it invariably has been unde 
a regime of hierarchical management. The trade unions hav· 
become more autonomous even when, as in the case of lh• 
British Labor Party. they remain affillated. In some instance1 
the relative distance between unions and the party has beer 
advantageous to workers who are inclined to engage in direc 
action against capital. But It is also a sign of the consequence 
of the transition from opposition to parties of "government.· k 
parties of government, the soc1alists are responsible for admin· 
isterlng the institutions of the capitalist state. And within thb 
perspective. it places the party. as administrator. in potentia 
conflict with labor. 

As Carl Schorske has br1lliantly chronicled. German socia: 
democracy between 1905 and 1917 constituted a ·state within 
a state.· The party was home for the overwhelming majority ol 
its members and a considerable part of its constituency as well. 
For the parliamentary delegation and trade unions. a third wing 
existed that provided a wide range of education and cultural 
life to its adherents. Schorske shows that this all-enveloping 
series of activities and social relationships may have isolated 
the party's rank and file from the rest of the German population 
and. for this reason. had some dire consequences. However. 
establishing. for adults and youth alike. a culture of education. 
art. and sports counter to the prevailing capitalist cultural and 
educational institutions was generally recognized as an impor
tant contribution to the development of class consciousness. 
But with the growing reliance on parliamentary reforms-a 
vital element in the transformation of social democracy into 
a legitimate opposition-the ideological element in social de
mocracy receded. The parties' educational. sports. and cultural 
institutions-upon which the traditional social-democratic and 
communist parties relied for raising the intellectual and cultural 
level of leaders and activists in the party organizations, unions. 
and social movements and for the development of cadres-have 
been reduced or have disappeared. 15 

Today. European socialism, if that term is still appropriate. 
is a series of government parties that. like the Democrats in the 
United States. have difficulty, when out of power, assuming the 
role of even a legitimate opposition. In consequence of the nar
rowing of differences between the center-left (the mainstream 
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"''"'lnl drmocrats) and the consenratlves. the parties are be
J,tlnnlng to come apart at the seams. In recent years. Gennan 
social democracy has experienced a severe split-a result of its 
leadership's enthusiasm for surrendering some of the crucial 
social welfare gains of the last sixty years and its compliance 
with the job-cutting program of capital. The new party of the 
left includes a fraction of trade union militants. left intellec
tuals, and the fonner East Gennan Communist Party, now 
called the Party of Democratic Socialism. As previously noted. 
the Italian Communists have split and its left wing is steadily 
gaining ground. And. after fifteen years of holding government 
power and six years as the putative opposition. the French 
Socialists are deeply divided and the once-moribund Com
munists-whose alltance with the Socialists-in-power nearly 
destroyed them-are experiencing something of a revival. These 
divisions are symptomatic of the decay of social democracy as 
it mutated over the past sixty years. For the mainstream of 
European socialism. even in the Scandinavian countries. can 
no longer be described as parties of social refonn. Their survival 
is due much more to the widespread fear of the rise of the New 
Right than to its own social and economic program. While they 
have differed sharply with the policies of George W. Bush on 
some issues of global politics, socialists have become parties 
of government who differ from the conservatives only in mat
ters of emphasis and timing, and who exhibit characteristics 
of parties of order when extraparliamentary movements take 
to the streets. 

By the 1960s it was apparent to many intellectuals. young 
workers. and political activists that the main political parties 
of the left were bankrupt. The rise of a New Left in all Western 
nations was as dramatic as it was short-lived. The French May 
of 1968. the Italian Hot Autumn the following year. and the 
massive anti-war demonstrations and civil rights struggles 
in the United States during the same period were collective 
expressions of a new burst of anti-establishment, anti-parlia
mentary. and anti-capitalist political will. The mutation of the 
revolutionary socialist and communist movements into parties 
of refonn and of government not only produced widespread 
disaffection among intellectuals and activists from the Mlefe 
parties but spawned a series of Mnew" social movements that 
consciously spurn the concept of Mparty" itself. 
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The exception. the global phenomenon of Green parties, may 
be understood within the framework of the revolt of the ecology 
movement against the social-democratic mainstream rather 
than as an attempt to form a new radical party. That project 
was largely defeated tn the 1990s when. in an exemplaiy Inter
nal struggle. the German Greens divided over the question of 
parUamentary and extraparUamenta.ry perspectives. Founded 
In the 1970s as a movement/party dedicated to direct action. in 
a country where electoral diVisions between the center-left and 
right were extremely close. the ~realies" (Greens dedicated to 
parUamenta.ry politics) won the Internal battle and soon grasped 
the chance to affect the balance of power. After wtnntng as much 
as 10 percent of the vote In federal elections and elective office 
in many municipalities, the Greens eventually helped their co
alition partner. the Social Democrats, to regain national power 
and accepted cabinet positions. including the powerful foreign 
ministry. However. in most countries, including the United 
States, the 1970s saw the feminist. ecology. and a considerable 
fraction of the black freedom movements distance themselves 
from the parties of the center and left in order to retain their 
freedom of action even while they continued to influence their 
policies. Then came the Reagan revolution. The leadership of 
these movements began to falter. nearly all of them reevaluated 
their stances, and, in most cases. they enlisted in electoral. 
coalition politics subsumed under an increasingly center-right 
Democratic Party that tempered their radical will. 16 

Party and Class 

Among the fundamental concepts of historical materialism Is 
what Karl Korsch terms ~the principle of historical specifica
tion." According to Korsch. categories such as labor. capital. 
value. profit. and so on are subject to the historically specific 
context within which they function. For this reason. the signifi
cations of these categories change as well. In the debate about 
the role of the.party---questions of its relation to revolutionary 
class consciousness. problems of organization. and issues 
of strategy and tactics-there are few, if any. principles that 
transcend conditions of time and place. For example, Lenin's 
major writings on political organization were produced under 
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the Tsarist tyranny when social-democratic parties and trade 
unions were illegal and strikes were banned. Both Lenin and 
his adversaries. for example. assumed, at the tum of the cen
tury. that capitalism had reached a state of crisis-it was both 
on the brink of profound economic upheaval and on an almost 
inevitable trajectory toward war-and that the rise of the labor 
and socialist movements presented ·objectiVe· possibilities for 
revolutionary action. 17 

Against two tendencies within the Russian movement-the 
·economists• who advocated almost exclusive attention to 
trade union struggles. and those who favored a decentral
ized party or at least a weak center-Lenin argued, on the 
one hand. for politics and for political organization and. on 
the other, for a strong party center. In his polemic against 
the views of Vladimir Akimov and other proto-syndicalists. 
he stressed the significance of specifically political struggles, 
including those in the Duma (parliament) where. periodically, 
the government opted to initiate representative assemblies. 
Moreover, he argued against the expressed as well as the im
plicit position of large sections of the party that the working 
class. in the course of struggles around elementary needs, 
would achieve revolutionary class consciousness. Lenin's 
argument against Martov for strict centralization Is based. 
largely. on the fact that the workers' movement was obliged 
to operate underground, where the violation of secrecy was 
often an invitation to the police. He views both tendencies as 
worshipful of the spontaneity of the masses, with a strong 
affinity for anarchism. 18 

For Lenin, following his theoretical mentor Karl Kautsky. 
the working class can achieve trade union consciousness 
only In the course of Its struggles for economic justice: 
revolutionary class consciousness must be brought to the 
working class •from the outside.· specifically from intel
lectuals organized in revolutionary parties as professional 
revolutionaries. It is they who provide education for the 
most ·advanced· working-class leaders. recruiting them 
into the ranks of social democracy and into the center. But 
for Lenin. as for other contemporary revolutionaries, there 
is never any doubt that ultimately the task of working-class 
emancipation falls on the most class-conscious contingent 
of the workers themselves: 
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Firstly. the active elements of the Social-Democratic work
ing-class party w1ll Include not only the organizations of the 
revolutionaries, but a whole number of workers' organizations 
recognized as party organizations. Secondly, how, and by what 
logic, does the fact that we are a party of a class warrant the 
conclusion that It Is unnecessary to make a distinction between 
those who belong to the party and those who associate them
selves with It? Just the contrary: precisely because there are 
dJJTerences In consciousness and degree of activity. a distinc
tion must be made of proximity to the Party. We are a party of a 
class, and therefore almost the entire class ... should act under 
the leadership of our party. But It would be ... tallism to think 
that the entire class, or almost the entire class. can ever rise. 
under capitalism, to the level of consciousness and actlvlty of 
Its vanguard. of its Soc1al-Democratic Party. No sensible Social
Democrat has ever doubted that under capltallsm even the trade 
union organizations ... are Incapable of embracing the entire, 
or almost the entire. working class. To forget the distinction 
between the vanguard and the whole of the masses gravitating 
towards It, to forget the vanguard's constant duty of raising ever 
wider sections to Its own advanced level, means simply to deceive 
oneself. to shut one's eyes to the Immensity of our tasks, and to 
narrow down these tasks. 19 

It fell to Rosa Luxemburg to reply to Lenin's stringent con
ception of Russian Social Democracy. But it was not only as a 
marxist theorist that Luxemburg claimed authority to speak. As 
a founder and leader of one of the two Polish Social-Democratic 
parties, which at the time were closely associated with the Rus
sian party owing to Poland's annexation by the Tsarist regime. 
she was vitally interested in developments within the Russian 
party. Noting that •(t)here is no doubt that. in general a strong 
tendency toward centralism is inherent in Social Democracy· 
since it ·grows in the economic soil of capitalism. which itself 
tends towards centralism." she maintains that Social Democ
racy is ·called upon to represent within the framework of a 
given state. the totality of the interests of the proletariat as a 
class. opposed to all partial and group interests. Therefore." she 
concludes. ·it follows that Social Democracy has the natural 
asptratfon of welding together all national. religious, and profes
sional groups of the working class into a unified party. "20 

So far. she agrees with Lenin's general argument for cen
tralism. But Luxemburg departs from Lenin on two points: 
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Stu~ c·haractertzes as ·conservative· his idea that the party 
center has the right and duty to intervene on a tactica1. level 
on all matters local as well as national and believes that it 
might result in st1fling •tnnovations· that can arise only in 
the course of actual struggles: and she vehemently disagrees 
with the Kautsky /Lenin thesis about how revolutioruuy class 
consciousness occurs. Note that the concept of ·spontaneity• 
has remained ambiguous in these debates. For example. in her 
article ·Organizational Questions of Russian Social Democracy.· 
Rosa Luxemburg advances a thesis that cannot easUy be de
scribed as a statement in favor of spontaneity. 

While acknowledging the importance of the party's role in 
political education. cultural development. and agitation, Lux
emburg holds that social-democratic action 

grows histartcally out of the elementary class struggle. It thus 
moves In the dialectical contradiction that here the proletar
ian army Is first recruited In the struggle Itself and only In the 
struggle d~ It become aware of the objectives of the struggle. 
Here organb;aUon, enllghtenment, and struggle are not separated 
mechanlcaliv. and also temporarily, different moments as In the 
case of the Blanqulst movement (a conspiratorial organization 
prominent clurlng the 1830 French rebellion). Here they are only 
different sld~ of the same process. On the one hand. apart from 
the general principle of the struggle. there Is no ready-made 
pre-estabUshed detailed set of tactics which a central committee 
can teach Its Social Democratic membership as If they were an 
army of recruits. On the other hand, the process of the struggle. 
which creates the organization. leads to a continual fluctuation 
of the spher~ of lnfiuence of Social Democracy. 21 

Although both agree that the party is nothing other than 
an organizaticn of the workers' movement-because, as the 
movement's most theoretically prepared force. it can grasp the 
relationship of sectoral struggles to the totality-Luxemburg's 
refusal of the concept of tactical centralism is by no means 
identical to Lenin's attribution of bowing to ·spontaneity• to 
his opponent~. Revolutionary socialist parties tend toward 
centralism: that is, they attempt to -weld together· disparate 
elements. to o,-ercome the ·atomization· of various sectors of 
the workers' movement so that. in Luxemburg's own words, the 
party ·can be nothing but the imperative summation of the will 
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and the fighting vanguard of the working class as opposed to 
its indMdual groups and menlbers." According to Luxemburg 
this Is. so to speak. a "self-centralism of the leading stratum 
of the proletariat: It Is the rule of the majority within Its own 
party organization. "22 

In these passages there Is a striking convergence as well as 
difference between Lenin and Luxemburg. Both agree to the 
propositions that ( 1) the party is necessary and Is a vanguard 
of the working class composed chiefly of revolutionary workers 
and intellectuals: (2) it requireS centralism to fulfill its tasks. 
chief among which is the job of (3) welding together disparate 
elements to exercise unified pOlitical will. But the argument 
is in the implications of terms $Uch as "centralism" and "van
guard." Lenin's conception oftb e party's centralism was one of 
"control." both of its own ranks as well as of the course of the 
struggle: Luxemburg speaks of "self-centralism" and rejects 
the idea that the party brings revolutionary class conscious
ness to the workers from the "otltside. "Instead. It Is part of the 
struggle and subject to fluctuations in Its influence because 
the struggle is, in many respect::s. unpredictable. Lenin writes 
from the perspective of a revoluuonary elite, which, because of 
its advanced consciousness and f>Olttical education. has earned 
the right to lead In matters of s'trategy and tactics as well as 
general orientation. On the other hand. Luxemburg believes the 
vanguard Is forged in the course of struggle and that leadership 
in the day-to-day battles emerg~ from the ground up. 

Thus. according to Luxemburg ... the party Is a tendency within 
the class struggle whose influe(.lce, let alone leadership. can 
only be earned. not assumed oat the basis of Its mastery of 
the marxist science of revolution. However, in the immediate 
aftermath of the Bolshevik Revolwtlon, the Leninist conception 
of the party and Its vanguard role overcame the Luxemburgist 
objections (objections advanced. aamong others. by the CouncU 
Communist group. which incluC::Ied Korsch. a German com
munist who seJVed in the Bunde~stag as representative of the 
dissident Communist Workers p.•arty (KAPD). and the Dutch 
left -socialists, notably the astroJ1lomer Anton Pannekoek and 
HermaliGorter), a fact attrtbutab•le to the command exercised 
by the Communist International led by the Bolsheviks. Writ
ing under the pseudonym "J. Hauper" against Leninist ideas 
of centralized control, Pannekoaek advanced Luxemburgist 
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conceptions of the party when he argued that parliamentary 
struggle was subordinate to the party's extraparliamentaiy 
roles of encouraging workers to undertake direct industrial 
action. exposing the class collaborationist role of postwar 
social democracy. and promoting working-class international 
solidarity against capital. 

Armed with their dire assessments of the degeneration of 
the Communist parties into cabals of bureaucratic central
ism. and with an analysts of the SoVIet Union as a new form 
of tyranny. by the 1930s the "left" communists. although still 
marxist in their polltical and theoretical orientation. renounced 
party formations and all forms of polltical centralization as 
instances of groups of intellectuals and bureaucrats who lin
posed "dictatorship over the proletariat" and not alongside it. 
In Gorter's words. parties tend to "dominate the masses. "23 The 
left communists became known as council communists when 
they decisively rejected Marx and Lenin's conception of the 
"transitional state." Pannekoek publlshed his political magnum 
opus. Workers Councils. which comes close to associationism 
in its argument against polltical centralism, at the level both 
of poll tical organization and of the state form itself. and in its 
description of how associations of workers' councils might 
collectively control production and the distribution of goods. 
conceived as use rather than exchange values in the capital
ist sense, and self-manage society as a whole. Pannekoek's 
thesis is that the Paris Commune, the Russian and German 
SoVIets, the Italian occupations. and the workers' rebellions 
in other countries had already shown that they were capable 
of conceiving of a society without hierarchy and that. without 
party control, they would be able to invent new forms of self
management. 

Thus the workers' councils brought to theoretical fruition 
Luxemburg's worst fears concerning parties that control their 
members and, through power within workers' organizations, the 
working class itself. The organizations the council communists 
maintained until the mtd-1940s were brought together by the 
regular publication of International CouncU Correspondence. 
followed by the journal New Essays. which was published in 
several languages. Uke the historical socialist and communist 
movements, the press remained their ideological center. while 
the groups that adhered to their politics constituted a loose 
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federation that met periodically but had no binding power to 
decide anything for the groups. Thus, although intellectually 
Marxists-their economic and political analysis followed closely 
the critical perspective of Marx himself rather than the second 
or third international orthodoxies-they came to adhere to the 
anarchists' federated principle of political organization. But 
most of the ICC groups opposed World War II, characterizing 
it as an unprincipled struggle between two rival authoritarian 
camps. Under the overwhelming weight of the bipolar world 
that followed the war, they met the fate of other third-camp 
movements-they disappeared. 

The Party in a Nonrevolutionary Era 

We have already noted that. the Russian Revolution aside. 
by 1919-1920 popular uprisings, sometimes in the form of 
seizures of state power, and sometimes in the form of mass 
strikes. especially in Italy and the United States, were spent. 
The 1920s were years of retreat for the workers' movement. In 
Germany and the United Kingdom. where the bourgeoisie was 
weak. socialist parties were able to win governmental power 
in coalition with more centrist formations. but were unable 
to sustain It in the wake of weak economies. A socialist gov
ernment that presides over mass unemployment is not likely 
to inspire confidence. The United States, triumphant in the 
war. entered a fifteen-year period of reaction as the labor and 
radical movements were nearly decimated by a combination of 
employer and police power and by the perfidy of the conserva
tive, craft-minded AFL. 

In Eastern and Southern Europe. fascist and proto-fascist 
military regimes took power. And two luminaries of the newly 
formed international communist movement. Georg Lukacs 
and Antonio Gramsci, exemplified the fate of the revolutioruuy 
intellectuals in countries seized by counterrevolutionary force. 
I....ukacs. a leading Hungarian intellectual who had joined the 
Communist Party. served as minister of culture in the Hungar
ian Soviet Republic of 1919. When the government collapsed, 
he was forced into exile and settled for a decade in Vienna. 
where, in sharp contrast to his largely litenuy past, he worked 
for a decade as a full-time revolutloruuy. Gramsci, an editor of 
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a newspaper. a major figure in the Turin factory occupations 
of 1920. and. later, the general secretary of the Italian Com
munist Party. was Imprisoned by Mussolini's fascist regime in 
1926 and died in prison eleven years later. 

These personal circumstances, combined with the ebbing of 
the revolutionary movement. became the occasion for two of the 
more original and discerning reflections on problems of political 
organization in a nonrevolutionary period. Precisely because of 
the particular character of the interwar period, it became pos
sible to consider these issues with a degree of reflexivity missing 
in the earlier debates. (Recall that Lenin and Luxemburg were 
fully confident that the urgency of issues of party organization 
were directly related to the fact that. in their judgment, the 
first two decades of the twentieth century constituted a revo
lutionary situation when the class war would imminently take 
the form of an assault on the capitalist state.) The questions 
for Lukacs and Gramsci were: In a period of relative capitalist 
stabilization. what are the forms of praxis for revolutionary 
forces? What is the relation of theory to practice? Is it possible 
to buUd the movement such that It avoids the formation of a 
tight bureaucratic leadership?24 

Every essay in Lukacs's History and Class Consciousness 
(HCC) ( 1923) was Written from Vienna in the context of his 
period of work as a leader of the illegal Hungarian Communist 
Party. But the fact that this world-famous philosopher and 
literary critic devoted himself to practical politics for a decade 
has been lost on many of his readers. who tend to study this 
Writing as an instance of Marxist scholarship. Although Lukacs 
Is an exemplary scholar. HCC must be understood as a con
tribution to political theory. Without the perspective of the 
economic and political situation in Europe. HCC becomes, in 
some respects, unintelligible. Or put more generously. when 
seen in an essentially apolitical way. the central arguments of 
even the most philosophical essays can be grasped only par
tially. Yet the essays in HCC, Lenin ( 1924). and Lukacs's second 
collection from this period. Tactics and Ethics (1968-1972). 
contain some of the more valuable reflections on the problems 
of political organization in a nonrevolutionary period. Many 
readers of HCC (which was reissued in German in 1967 and 
first appeared in English four years later) are inevitably drawn 
to two essays in particular: "What Is Orthodox Marxism?w in 
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which Lukacs defends the materialist dialectic, especially the 
concept of the totality and its corollaJY. the indissoluble rela
tion of the subject and object as constitutive of the totality: 
and the magisterial •Retfication and the Consciousness of the 
Proletariat.· actually an elaboration of the same themes. with 
particular emphases on the philosophical underpinning of the 
subject/object split in everyday life and the objective basis 
of this split in the untversaltzation of the commodity-form In 
capitalist society. Lukacs's conception of retfication, derived 
from his reading of Marx's Capital (but owing its elaboration 
to Georg Simmel). is that in a capitalist system dominated by 
commodity production and exchange, relations between people 
take on the appearance of relations between things. That Is. 
subjectivity is subsumed under retfied objects. Read in the 
context of the debates over political organizations rather than 
as an occasional work of philosophical reflection, Lukacs's 
work provides a ·scientific• and philosophical basis for Lenin's 
claim that revolutionaJY class consciousness cannot arise 
from the workers' struggle. For Lukacs that struggle is always 
conditioned by (a) a rationalization in which every aspect of hu
man activity can be calculated and classified into "specialized 
systems.· (b) "the fragmentation of human production (whlchl 
necessarily entails fragmentation of its subject.· (c) the division 
of labor. and (d) the hierarchies produced by the occupational 
structure of the labor market. But at the core of the argument 
is his claim that, under the domination of capital, workers set 
themselves as fragmented objects rather than as subjects o 
the historical process. 25 

Consciousness. therefore. is not lodged in perception 01 

individual understanding. The perception and understandinl 
are determined by the logic of capital, but, read in isolation 
"Retfication· might be interpreted as an argument for eithe 
voluntarism, the doctrine according to which even adverst 
objective circumstances can be overcome by revolutioDaJ)' will 
or fatalism, the concept that the capitalist crisis will. unde 
its own weight. lead to the system's self-destruction. Lukacs' 
theory of political organization refutes these antinomies. Argue• 

• in philosophical terms. even in "Retfication· Lukacs provide 
the basis for a methodology of political organization. Beyono 
political discourse itself. Lukacs sees the root of contemporar 
conceptions of the subject/ object split in Kantlan ethics. H 
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addresses Kant. not only because Kant's three Critiques domi
nated German and French philosophy for almost a century 
after Hegel's death in 1831. but also because Kantlan ideas 
had permeated some of the leading figures of international so
cialism-notably Bernstein; Max Adler. the leader of Austrian 
social democracy; and some of the Russian intelligentsia as 
well. In Lukacs's view. unless a sound philosophical basis is 
establtshed for the objective possibility of revolutionary class 
consciousness. efforts to make change are likely to founder on 
the twin fallacies of objectivism and voluntarism. The task, in 
his view, Is to provide a structural basis for expla1n1ng both the 
reproduction of bourgeois consciousness within the proletariat 
in the wake of crises and war and the objective possibility of 
class consciousness. 

Condemning what he calls the "contemplative attitude· to
ward social reality. in which the ·thing-in-itself' Is not available 
to consciousness. he argues: 

(I)n order to overcome the Irrationality of the question of the 
thing-In-itself it is not enough that the attempt should be made 
to transcend the contemplative attitude. When the question is 
formulated more concretely it turns out that the essence of praxis 
consists In annulling that indifference of form towards content 
that we found in the problem of the thing-in-itself. Thus praxis can 
only be established as a philosophical principle If. at the same 
time. a conception ofform can be found whose basis and validity 
no longer rest on that pure rationality and that freedom from 
every definition of content. In so far as the principle of praxis is 
the prescription for changing reality. it must be tailored to the 
concrete material substratum of action if it is to impinge upon 
it to any effect. 26 

These concepts underlte Lukacs's major statement on the 
party. "Towards a Methodology of the Problem of Organization," 
the last chapter of HCC. Here. Lukacs advances a bold defini
tion: Organization is "at once the form of mediation between 
theory and practlce"27 and. more generally. "the concrete media
tion between man and history-this Is the decisive character
Istic of the organization now being born. "28 In these passages 
Lukacs stresses the fallacies of the inherent hierarchy present 
in many workers' parties, which overestimate the Importance 
of the individual-that is. the leader and his activity-and the 
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complementary "fatalistic" passivity and subordination of ll 
masses. Both tendencies lead to bureaucratization of the par 
and thwart the development of a movement that promot1 
"real active participation" of members in every event. in tl 
full scope of party life. 

The idea of organization as the "concrete mediation betwct 
man and history" is closely linked to the problems of fragment 
lion and rationalization raised in "Reification. • Every stru(1.(l 
is necessarily partial: Workers employed by a single capttall 
enterprise or in a single industry fight for higher wages (or, m<J 
recently, against wage cuts) or for better working condition 
tenants oppose landlords' demands for more rent: commur 
ties fight developers seeking to gentrtfy their neighborh004 
or destroy natural systems for commercial uses: blacks at 
other oppressed minorities fight for civil rights and women f 
sexual and gender equality. The party is, in the first pia( 
the mediation between these struggles and the fight again 
capital. For example, it must show the class dimension tn tl 
struggle for abortion rights and the sexual dimension of lab 
struggles. Second, the party indicates the principles for a bett 
life that are inherent in these struggles and why this aspiratl' 
is frustrated by the priorities of employer. landlord. develope 
government officials, and (white) men. Third, does the par 
expose the role of the state in these struggles? Whose side 
it on? What are the necessary tasks regarding legislation. ar 
what are the costs of legal solutions versus direct action? \i 
will return to some of these questions in the next and fin 
section. 

Antonio Gramsci developed his political theory while in 
fascist prison. His captivity was the outcome of the succe 
of the counterrevolution against the 1920 Turin factory occ 
pations and his founding of the Communist Party with oth 
left -Socialists who had heeded the call of the Cl to form revol 
tionary parties linked to the international. Since 1924 Gram!! 
had been general secretary of the party. Since its founding 
1920, he had conducted a fierce ideological struggle against U 
"left" Communists led by Amadeo Bordiga, who had actua: 
called the meeting to form the party. Arrested in 1926 und 
suspicion of participating in a plot to assassinate Mussol11 
by 1929 Gramsci was tried by his fascist captors for attemJ 
ing an armed insurrection and sentenced to twenty years 
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prison. Between 1929 and 1933. he wrote ten notebooks, five 
of which have been edited and translated into English by Jo
seph Buttigeg. Under the watchful eye of the censor, Gramsci 
was obliged to invent his own vocabulary-which consisted 
of euphemisms for conventional terms, but also graphic de
scriptions of them-and to smuggle the matelial out. which he 
succeeded in doing thanks to his friend. the economist Piero 
Sraffa, and his sister-in-law Tatlana. The immense scope of 
these works can be explained not only by the fact that he had 
been trained as a Mtraditional· intellectual and was familiar with 
many languages. the natural and human sciences, the arts. 
philosophy. sociological theory, and politics. but also by his 
conception of the movement as more than transfonnatlve of the 
nature of property-indeed. as a vehicle for the development 
of the full capacities of individuals. Uke Lenin. Luxemburg, 
and Lukacs, Gramsci held that the party was a fusion of the 
most class-conscious workers and revolutionary intellectuals. 
To make sure it did not degenerate into the private preserve of 
the latter, the party had to develop a broad-ranging educational 
program both for its own cadres and for the "masses,· not only 
in the scientific aspects of Marxism but in the whole range of 
literary and philosophical works that mark the Enlightenment 
as well. The key task of party education was to help develop 
critical self-consciousness: 

Crttical self-consciousness means. histortcally and politically. 
the creation of an elite li.e .. a politically specialized group! of 
intellectuals. A human mass does not Mdistlnguish· itself. does 
not become independent in its own right without. in the widest 
sense. organizing itself: and there is no organization without 
intellectuals. that is. without organizers and leaders. in other 
words. without the theoretical aspect of the theory-practice 
nexus being distinguished concretely by the existence of a 
group of people Mspecialised. in conceptual and philosophical 
elaboration of ideas. But the process of creating intellectuals 
is long. difficult. full of contradictions, advances and retreats, 
dispersals and regroupings in which the loyalty of the masses 
is sorely tried. 29 

Gramsci then stresses that this task is tied to the dialectic be
tween intellectuals and masses. in which the latter develops to 
a Mhigher level of culture· and whose influence on intellectuals 
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is decisive for their own development. In turn, the intellectual!! 
·organically. linked to the subaltern classes. conduct a struAA(' 
to impose a new common sense within civtl society. 

The importance of the development of intellectuals become: 
clearer when we consider one of Gramsci's more celebrated for 
mulatlons. Consistent with the principle of historical specifka 
lion. Gramsci argues that there are two aspects to the struggl' 
for social transformation: the war of maneuver. in which th 
revolutionary movement. of which the party (after Machiavelli 
-rhe Modem Prince") is its leading detachment. undertake: 
the assault on the state: and the war of position. the perl04 
when the possibility of revolution has been foreclosed to th 
proletariat and its allies. The moment of the war of position i: 
characterized by two extremely important party activities. botl 
ofwhich fall largely. tfnot exclusively. on intellectuals. Stattn1 
that every class in history seeking power must prevail at th 
ideological as well as the military /poUticallevel, Gramsci claim 
that the possibility of winning a war of maneuver depends boll 
on the level of organization and the strength of the movemen 
and, crucially. on the capacity of the workers' movement an4 
its intellectuals to impose a new "common sense· on society a 
a whole. By ·common sense· Gramsci connotes a disaggregate~ 
collection of myths. deeds. and superstitions that constltut' 
bourgeois hegemony and that are in dialectical tension will 
·good sense.· As long as the constellation of mUng ideas prevail 
every struggle will remain local. fragmented. and even perceive~ 
by the workers and other subalterns in terms of those hege 
monte ideas. For Gramsci. critical understanding presupposes l 
struggle of"poUtlcal hegemonies· pulling in opposite directions 
Where there is no contest of hegemonies. the mUng commo1 
sense will inevitably undermine the significance of what migh 
otherwise become a generalized battle. One of the main task 
of the war of position Is to create a new common sense. 

One American example may Ulustrate what a counterhege 
monte "good sense· might be. In the heat of the great indus 
trial union upsurge of the 1930s and 1940s. the communis 
composer and lyricist Earl Robinson wrote the song M Joe Hill 

• as an attempt to displace the bourgeois myth of indMdualisn 
with a myth of collective action mediated by Joe Hill. the JW\11 
organizer. Joe Hill was. in Robinson's phrase, "framed on l 

murder charge· and executed. But as the song goes, Joe Hll 
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·never died .... Wherever workingmen [sicl are out on stiike. 
that's where you11 find Joe Hill." So without using the term. 
for Gramsci. as for Lukacs, the party organization is a media
tion between theory and practice, between ·man" and history. 
It must challenge the prevailing common sense at every level: 
the trajectory of the economy and its effects on class struc
ture; the analysis of the political situation; the articulation of 
a social and cultural ethics on questions of sexuality. issues 
of law. education. and artistic representation; the interpre
tation of history; and the problems of science and technol
ogy. both their theoretical implications and their practical 
applications. In short. unlike the modern social democratic 
dictum that the limit of political intervention is the material 
interests of class. defined narrowly as economic and welfare 
issues and. of course. civil liberties. the party organization 
must be capable of intervening on the widest range of eco
nomic. political. social. and cultural questions. Prior to any 
set of specific tactics. its fundamental role is to weld together 
the fragments of the working class through the interpretation 
and dissemination of the significance of particular. sectoral 
struggles in relation to the totality. So the struggle for political 
and cultural hegemony is a cardinal strategic task during the 
nonrevolutionary period. 30 

In order for a struggle of this magnitude to be conducted. 
Gramsci argues. the corps of-intellectuals" must be expanded; 
but since there are simply not enough traditional intellectuals 
(and. in any case. one would not want to create an elite in the 
old sense). raising the level of culture in the ·widest" meaning 
of the term becomes crucial. Here lies the importance of theo
retical and philosophical education. Declaring that everyone 
is a (spontaneous) philosopher and also a politician. Gramsci 
argues that the task of the "organic" intellectuals is to fuse 
this spontaneous wisdom with historical materialism. He 
transforms the concept of elite to mean those who engage in 
the counterhegemonic activities of education, propaganda. and 
theorizing to produce a new "common sense." and not only as 
a specialized professional activity. The class develops "organic" 
intellectuals; some are recruited from the traditional intellec
tuals who are trained to serve the crown or. after the English 
and French Revolutions. the bourgeoisie. As the strength of 
the subalterns (including the proletariat) grows, so too does 
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the number of intellectuals who come over to the movement. 
But throughout the Prison Notebooks. it is clear that Gramscl 
expects the ranks of organic intellectuals to swell by recruiting 
a new type of intellectual from the rank and file as a result of 
the party's educational and cultural efforts. 

Is a Radical Party Possible in the United States? 

What are the prospects for the emergence of a "party" in the 
United States capable of mediating between the existing labor 
and social movements and history? In order to address this 
question we need first to make a sober assessment of the 
specific features of the economic and political situation within 
the United States and its relation to global capitalism. Within 
this assessment we ask: What are the conditions of the labor 
and social movements? And finally. what. in general, is the 
prevailing "common sense." both within the movements and in 
the population as a whole? Then. and only then. can we make 
organizational proposals. 

It is no secret that the US national economy has been se
riously weakened over the past quarter-century by massive 
deindustrialization in many of our largest cities and by the 
emergence. through globalization. of new players in the world 
economy. Labor-destroying technological change has reduced 
labor forces in many major industries. while new "tech" knowl
edge industries have failed to make up for the losses. Reinvest
ment in U8-based industries has declined relatively. even in the 
crucial energy sector. and global investment by finance capital 
has increased. Real wages have declined during this period by 
nearly 25 percent. and official poverty has increased, but many 
who are not officially poor struggle to make ends meet. Further. 
we have experienced a radical restructuration of the labor mar
ket: "Jobs," a term that once implied a degree of permanence. 
have increasingly been replaced by temporary. contingent. and 
part-time "work." And while the official level of unemployment 
hovers around 5 percent. the hidden joblessness-premature 
retirements. people forced out of the labor force. job scarcity 
for first-time job seekers. part-timers counted as full time by 
official statistics-brings our real rates closer to the double 
digits of Western Europe. 
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At a time when global warming or. more precisely. abrupt 
climate change threatens life on the planet. US ran and air 
transportation industries are experiencing a huge crisis. even 
as the federal government pours hundreds of billions of dol
lars into the highway program. Among the chief targets of 
deregulation in the 1980s. airlines have been a net loser in 
the much-praised free market innovations of the Democrats. 
who controlled Congress until 1994. as well as in successive 
Republican administrations. Several airlines have declared 
bankruptcy. degraded their service. and cancelled contractual 
mandates for pensions and other benefits. even as they have 
demanded. and received. substantial wage concessions from 
unionized workers. Biased without forethought toward autos 
and trucks. federal investment in ran has been reduced to a 
trickle as railroads attempt to stay afloat by raising ticket fares 
and freight rates. Skilled ran employees have been laid off. 
and Amtrak has announced further cuts in service. And the 
American auto industJy. once the envy of the world. has been 
plunged into near-depression by global price competition. the 
poor quality of its products. and short -sighted and self-destruc
tive corporate planning. The transportation industries alone 
affect a quarter of the economy and millions of jobs. General 
Motors has announced a 25 percent cut in jobs over the next 
three years. and the prospects for Ford are no better. 

Meanwhile. domestic and global manufacturers of electronic 
equipment and computer hardware have merged under stress 
from relative shrinkage of sales and technological innovation. 
have engaged in extensive outsourcing, and have reduced work
forces, shattering the classic neoliberal dismissal of the crisis 
in intermediate technology industries such as auto, steel. and 
electrical products. Remember the mantra? MNot to wony. These 
are Rust-belt industries. The Sunbelt industries will more than 
make up for the losses. All displaced workers need is retrain
ing for these hi-tech jobs." But the fact ts. with the exception 
of China and India. which have embarked on a contemporary 
version of primitive capitalist accumulation by means of what 
David Harvey terms Mdispossession" (for instance, 150 million 
Chinese have been driven from the countJyside Into the cities). 
global capitalism is In a state of stagnation and decline. 

But what is the state of the unions and the social move
ments? How have they responded to the veritable cascade of 
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economic. environmental. and political crises brought about 
by daily revelations that, as Marx and Engels remarked In 
the Manifesto. the bourgeoisie can no longer meet the needs 
of the immense majority of people? (We need not rehearse In 
detail the appalling levels of US education and health care. 
let alone the chronic shortage of affordable housing.) How 
did the left and the labor movement respond to Hurricane 
Katrina? Apart from joining in private relief efforts and 
criticizing the slow response of the Bush administration. 
not a single public voice of any consequence was raised to 
point out that privatization of relief services was a symptom 
of the systematic destruction of federal civil service in the 
diplomatic, intelligence. and technical areas and that one of 
its most competent branches. the Army Corps of Engineers 
(as well as many state and local engineering departments). 
had been seriously weakened before the hurricane by the 
billion-dollar contracts handed to Halliburton and Bechtel 
and other private construction firms. Where is the voice that 
places the blame squarely on capitalism itself. on its evident 
incapacity to engage in planning beyond the interests of the 
individual firm? While economist Joseph Steiglitz can show 
the limits of market ideology. and while Paul Krugman in
sists that the Bush admtntstration ts to blame for countless 
economic woes. not the least of which is the mounting debt 
due to war expenditures and balance-of-payments deficits. 
few analyses link the current situation with the history of 
neoliberal economic policy and with the self-interested faith 
in the market to solve most problems. 

How has the left and the labor movement addressed the 
steady bleeding of good jobs. the incessant corporate de
mands for wage and benefit cuts to make them profitable. 
the pattern of concessionary bargaining that has spread 
like an epidemic throughout the labor movement? Can we 
say that any significant force within the labor movement 
has been able to mount a campaign against concessionary 
bargatning. whereby the union becomes the Instrument of 
the employers' program? And when a union of Northwest 
mechanics dares to withhold its labor rather than grant yet 

·another round of wage and benefit concessions. and, wtth 
few exceptions. notably the UAW and UNITE HERE, the rest 
of the airline unions and the AFL-CIO and its rival federation 
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snub the strike, where are the voices of solidarity that take 
a public platform to criticize the parodlialism of the unions. 
especially in the airline industry. that cross picket lines and 
condemn the mechanics for their resistance? Whlle the cou
rageous labor periodical Labor Notes has raised these issues, 
it is only putatively an ideological orgatl of a fragmented and 
largely incipient radical wing of organiZed labor. Since there 
Is no "party" with members broadly distributed in the unions 
and with a presence in the public sphere to take up these 
issues, and since there Is no intellectual and political force 
to attempt to weld movements of resistance and to link them 
to history, we are now confronted with a working class that 
is ideologically and politically defenseless because bourgeois 
hegemony-particularly the fatalism that has accompanied 
the huge shifts in the economy-is vtrtually uncontested. In 
this case, and in many others over the last quarter-century, 
some workers have identified their interests with those of 
their "own" corporation, a de facto instance of corporatism. 
Of course, many are discontented with these alignments but 
have no vehicle to contest the dominant leadership. Finally. 
as left-liberals bemoan the absence of political opposition. 
they remain in thrall to the old "comfllOn sense" that the 
two-party system-and the current electoral swindle-is the 
only game in town and convince themselves that it is folly to 
imagine alternatives. 

Only those who are in the grip of political myopia would 
suggest that a party formation is on the immediate agenda. 
Given the concrete historical circumstances whereby. for 
example, a large portion of radical activists are self-described 
"anarchists." many in the movements remain in thrall to 
the "lessons" of the history of international socialism and 
communism (namely. that the party as a form has been dis
credited). and the left. broadly conceived. has not seriously 
debated radical, let alone revolutionary. political theory for 
decades. one might propose to form aJl organization that 
would attempt to mediate among theory and practice, hu
mans, and history. In practice, it would initially have three 
principal tasks: 

1. To bring together those who are atready discontented 
with the current state of things. Movements remain 
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fragmented. locked into single issues, and avoid inte
grating their specific political foci with a broader vision 
of a new society. Among the early tasks, then, are the 
development of a public presence, largely through the 
creation of a left press, and the formation in every 
large city of groups that dedicate themselves to form
ing study groups: to intervening, where appropriate. in 
local struggles: and to contributing to larger projects 
such as those outlined below. 

2. To initiate a broad discussion of the central problems of 
social and political theory. situated ll1 the actuality of 
global as weU as national situations. We have barely come 
to terms with the significance of the reemergence of a 
Latin American left. once solemnly buried by ex-radicals 
who went over to centrist governments in Mexico, Brazil. 
and Venezuela. among others. How, then. to account for 
the virtual collapse of European social democracy and 
American liberalism? Perhaps most important. will the 
left take up the critique of liberal democratic institutions 
advanced by. among others, Benjamin Barber. Grant Mc
Connell. Robert Dahl. and Robert Wiebe, each of whom 
has written persuasively that democracy has become 
largely an illusion in the United States? If so, what are 
the prospects for electorallsm in what otherwise might 
be viewed as a stacked deck? And. of course. we need 
to revisit the question of the state and what Althusser 
termed its "ideological apparatuses." Is it really possible 
to reform the state so that it becomes an expression 
and instrument of popular power? Or. as others have 
claimed, must the state itself be uprooted? The World 
Social Forum raises crucial issues, among them the proj
ect of reinvigorating civil society-the space between the 
economy and the institutions of political rule. The ques
tion is: Can we envision radical social change in which 
the underlying population actually takes hold of the 
economy and invents forms of coordination that address 
common problems without creating a series of repressive 
state apparatuses and a whole new social formation of 
"organic" intellectuals (including self-described "activ
ists, .. many of whom are already intellectuals without 
acknowledging it)? 
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3. To discover what forms a left political organization might 
take under the concrete. historically situated circwnstan
ces of the American movements. This means revisiting the 
history of the left. especially the American left. as well 
as developing an adequate theory of our own situation. 
Issues such as the role of a center and how to ensure that 
funds and other resources are available for education. 
publications. and so on. should be discussed. 

A left political organization may or may not be a ~mass~ 
party of hundreds of thousands. but from the standpoint 
of the totality it would articulate the demands of millions. 
It would seek its membership among the leaders and rank
and-file activists of trade unions. women's organizations. 
environmental and ecology movements. various factions of 
the freedom movements for blacks. Latinos, Asian-Americans. 
and other oppressed peoples. and the anti-war and global 
justice movements-and its most important roles might be 
to link the various forms of discontent experienced by these 
groups and to begin to make connections between what seem 
to be a series of unrelated events and sectoral struggles. In 
liberal democratic societies such as the United States. the 
organization can expect to win substantial support from the 
electorate, especially at the local level. 

To accomplish these aims, the organization would assemble 
a small army of intellectuals-not only academics but also jour
nalists. theoretically oriented trade unionists. and others-who 
would engage in the work required by the project of transforming 
capitalist social formations (including extensive propaganda ac
tivities and the sponsorship of schools of popular and advanced 
political education) and research institutes. A press will be es
sential for ideological intervention. and the organization would 
sponsor, through financial or organizational support. a series of 
independent left periodicals, especially daily and weekly news
papers and journals. all of which would take advantage of the 
vast potential audiences offered by the internet. 

All of the old arrangements are now in disarray. In much 
of Europe and Latin America. the ideological and political dis
integration of the center /left parties has resulted in a revival 
of a series of left political formations whose relation to the old 
Russian question has been partially severed. It is time for the 
left in the United States to make a similar break. 
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